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Comprehension & Thinking Skills
What are key “big ideas” you’ve learned
regarding how to help students comprehend
difficult text, concepts, processes?
Think of an example that provides an example of
one or more of these key ideas.
What are some barriers & possible solutions to
students learning how to think more critically in
your discipline?

1st Step? Begin w/the
best research evidence
available...
Road map for Improving K-3 Comprehension

IES Research Summary:
Improving Adolescent
Literacy
FREE: www.centeroninstruction.org

Improving Adolescent Literacy - IES
Synthesis/Practice Guide: Pathway
to the Common Core State Standards

K-3 IES Research
Recommendations

1) Provide explicit vocabulary/academic English instruction
2) Provide direct & explicit comprehension strategy/critical
thinking skills instruction
3) Provide opportunities for extended discussion/writing re:
text/content meaning and interpretations
4) Increase motivation and engagement in literacy
learning (e.g. connections, choice, applications, etc)
5) Make available intensive individualized interventions
for struggling struggling students based on their assessed
literacy/academic needs (RTI)

drkfeldman@gmail.com
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The key “take away” here… 50 years of cognitive psychology
has concluded the essential attribute of ALL effective
comprehension strategies… they ALL clearly cause:

Requires: Thinking Visibly
Active Cognitive Processing
Wow, in this class I
not only have to think,
I’ve got to explain
my thinking !!
EVERY student explains their
thinking (the what/why/how) &
receives/gives feedback that feeds
forward- from peers and the
teacher – every lesson!

PARCC – Grade 4 Sample Item
Question: You have read two stories where one family
member saves another. Write an essay describing the
mosquito from “Cricket and Cougar” and one of the main
characters from “Kira-Kira.” For each character described,
√ Explain how the thoughts, words, and/or actions of the
character help you understand what the character is like
√ Explain why the character chooses to save his or her
family member
√ Be sure to include specific details from each story to
support your ideas.

Critical Academic Literacy
√ Ability to critique, analyze , defend, unpack, explain, think
deeply - not just “on the surface” – handle complex texts
√ Make a point and support it w/evidence and clear
evidentiary thinking, beyond opinion/idiosyncratic experience
√ ”Argumentative literacy” (Graff, 2003)
- ability to persuade, to debate, argue multiple perspectives
- explain why/how, cite examples, evaluate, make judgments

√ Use appropriate Academic Language – sophisticated
prose to explain, articulate… communicate understanding

Part B – Gr. 11
Both John and Abigail Adams believed strongly in freedom and
independence. However, their letters suggest that each of them
understood these terms differently based on their experiences.
Write an essay that explains their contrasting views on the
concepts of freedom and independence. In your essay,
make a claim about the idea of freedom and independence
and how John and Abigail Adams add to that understanding
and/or illustrate a misunderstanding of freedom and
independence. Support your response with textual evidence
and inferences drawn from all three sources.

Q: What strikes you about the types of robust literacy
these assessments require? Instructional implications?

COGNITIVE TARGETS in Light
of Common Core State Standards
NAEP 2009
Locating /Recalling

PISA 2009
Accessing and retrieving

Integrating/ Interpreting Integrating/ Interpreting
Critiquing/ Evaluating

Reflecting and evaluating

√ No longer just what you know (bubble in “b”) – but can
you explain why/how b is a better answer than a, c, d
And this language/thinking must be TAUGHT – (not just assigned/tested)

drkfeldman@gmail.com

- Kamil, 2010
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Bloom’s
Taxonomy
1. Knowledge: Recall of basic
fact, information, or procedure

Webb’s Depth of
Knowledge (DOK)
1. Recall: Recall of basic fact,
information, or procedure

How Psychologists Think
About Comprehension

2. Comprehension: Ability 2. Skill/Concept: Use of information,
to process knowledge on a low
level without verbatim repetition

3. Application: Using
information in a familiar situation

4. Analysis: Breaking
information into its parts to
examine relationships

concept, or procedures with two or
more cognitive steps

3. Strategic Thinking: Requires
deep understanding and reasoning,
developing a plan or sequence of
steps; abstract complexity; more than
one possible answer, uses evidence
to justify response.

5. Synthesis: Putting together 4. Extended Thinking: task that
parts to form a whole

6. Evaluation: Making value
judgments

requires an investigation; and time to
think and process multiple pieces of
information. May require synthesis of
information to apply knowledge in an
original manner.

Can reading comprehension be taught?
#

#

Reading comprehension strategy instruction has a
moderate, but worthwhile impact on comprehension
Common causes of failure to grasp what is read
# Not

knowing words (vocabulary – background knowledge)

# Not

realizing that one hasn’t comprehended the text

# Failing

to make inferences (vocabulary – background knowledge)
Nebraska Supreme Court court just dropped the Keystone XL
pipeline decision back onto John Kerry’s lap. That means the secretary
of state will have a chance to show just how committed he is to
tackling climate change, environmentalists say, just a month after
Kerry jetted to Peru to press for the world to act.” (Politico, Jan 10,
2015)

# “The

!

Declarative Knowledge

!

Procedural Knowledge

" Procedures
Facts/information
" Strategies
Vocabulary
Academic concepts
Schema
Relevant personal
Content
Process
experiences
“the what”
“the how”
" Political, social, historical
contexts
"
"
"
"
"

Background Knowledge
$

Background knowledge of text has a
major impact on whether or not a reader
can comprehend text.
Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Bransford, Stein, & Shelton, 1984; Wilson &
Anderson, 1986

$

Across grades and reading ability, prior
knowledge of subject area and key
vocabulary results in higher scores on
reading comprehension measures.
Langer, 1984; Long, Winograd, & Bridget, 1989; Stevens, 1980

Willingham and Lovette (2014)

Read this
paragraph
and explain
it to your partner.factors that
What
are
at least
two significant
cause
comprehension
difficulty?
From a neuroanatomy text (found in Background Knowledge by Fisher and

Background Knowledge

Frey – see: http://www.fisherandfrey.com)

( Background Knowledge by Fisher and Frey - http://www.fisherandfrey.com)

Improved vascular definition in
radiographs of the arterial phase or of
the venous phase can be procured by
a process of subtraction whereby
positive and negative images of the
overlying skull are imposed on one
another.

How much a reader already knows about the subject is
probably the best predictor of reading
comprehension. When readers engage with a text
for which they have limited background knowledge, the
text is much more difficult to understand than one for
which they have ample background knowledge. …
research indicates that children continue to spin their
wheels when they don’t have the background
knowledge required to understand much of what they
are reading.
p2
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Anticipation Guide: Vocabulary Learning

The Importance of Vocabulary
- Graves 2008
Vocabulary knowledge is a crucial factor underlying
reading comprehension and thinking more generally
(Davis, 1944; Stahl & Stahl, 2004; Thorndike,
1973-1974; Wittgenstein, 1953).
Vocabulary knowledge in kindergarten and first grade is
a significant predictor of reading comprehension in the
middle and secondary grades (Cunningham &
Stanovich, 2005; Scarborough, 1998).
Vocabulary is the primary factor influencing the
readability of text (Chall & Dale, 1995; Klare, 1984).

1. Explicit teaching doesn’t work very well, too
many words to teach.

Yes

No Maybe

2. Word meanings can usually be inferred from
context.

Yes

No Maybe

3. Students can usually learn word meaning from
dictionary definitions.

Yes

No Maybe

4. We can understand texts in which we know 75%
of the words.

Yes

No Maybe

5. Word meaning is simple—a word means
what it means.

Yes

No Maybe

While No “Silver Bullet” Exists - the
Closest We Have Is…
“The persistent achievement gap between
haves and have-nots in our society is chiefly
a verbal gap. There is no greater practical
attainment in the modern world than
acquiring a bellyful of words. A large
vocabulary is the single most reliable
predictor of practical, real-world
competence…”
- E.D. Hirsch, 2011

FROM Our IES Research Summary
Recommendation 1. Provide explicit vocabulary instruction
Teachers should provide students with explicit vocabulary
instruction both as part of reading and language arts classes
and as part of content area classes such as science and
social studies. By giving students explicit instruction in
vocabulary, teachers help them learn the meaning of new
words and strengthen their independent skills of constructing
the meaning of text.
Level of evidence: Strong

drkfeldman@gmail.com

Evidence Based School-wide Academic
Vocabulary Focus: 4 Focus Areas
1. Engaging in Accountable
Wide Reading/Listening
-Esp. Non-Fiction

4. Fostering Word
Consciousness
e.g. modeling quality

language usage, word
play, word games,
word choices in speaking/
writing.

2. Explicit Teaching & Accountable
Use of Important New Words;
Oral/Written (sentences & more)

3. Teaching Word
Learning Strategies,

e.g. context/affixes, roots
dictionaries, etc.

- adapted from Graves, 2006

Within a Context of Active Structured Engagement: ALL Students
USING their Newly Acquired Academic Language Every Day
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Word-Learning Strategies
$

Use of context clues/contextual analysis

$

Use of meaningful parts of the word.
$
$
$
$

Prefixes
Suffixes
Latin/Greek roots
Cognates for ELLs

" Use of dictionary, glossary, or other resources (digital/print).

The Bottom Line Rationale for
Explicitly Teaching Vocabulary?
“Given the importance of academic background
knowledge, and the fact that vocabulary is such
an essential aspect of it, one of the most crucial
services that teachers can provide, particularly
for students who do not come from academically
advantaged backgrounds, is systematic

A Strategy or how to - for
Using Context Clues
Strategy - Context Clues
1.

Look at the word carefully, any affixes or roots you know?

2.

Read the sentence & surrounding sentences for clues as
to the word’s possible meaning.

3.

Ask yourself, “What might the word mean (synonym)?”

4.

Try the possible meaning in the sentence.

5.

Ask yourself, “Does it make sense?”

Explicit Vocabulary Instruction:
A Brief Demonstration
a•poth•e•ó•sis
apotheosis, n.
0-1-2-3-4-5

Synonym

Explanation/Examples

Image

explicit instruction in important
academic terms.”
- Marzano & Pickering, 2005

Now it’s your turn....

Among the various scenic locations in Sonoma Co
California, the Dry Creek Valley is the _______________.

Please add apotheosis to your
vocabulary log…
Term

Among the various scenic
locations in Michigan
is the apotheosis.

drkfeldman@gmail.com

Part of speech

My definition

Reminder/example/image

apotheosis, n.
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Instructional Guidelines for Explicitly
Teaching a New Term (aka a heuristic !)

1) Introduce (say together, syllables,
identify part of speech, morphology, etc.)

2) Student Friendly Explanation
3) Illustrate w/ Examples/Non-ex.
--------------“Fast Mapping”
4) Record “Links” in Vocab Log
5) Review & Coach Use – in
Meaningful Contexts

The new concept:

people are all alcoholics.

bias, belief, label, prejudice

Definition:

Essential characteristics:

A stereotype is an exaggerated
generalization about all members
of a particular group of people that
is usually negative but always
harmful and unfair.

1. Exaggerated generalization

Examples:

Non-examples:

*Teenagers are bad drivers

My Sentence:

1) pick an important upcoming term from your curriculum or pick
one of these critical CCSS terms (i.e. used in CCSS standards/assessments)
rhetoric

articulate

cite

compare

comprehend

inferential

delineate

demonstrate

distinguish

2) plan a “mini-lesson” to model explicit/systematic vocabulary
instruction
3) take turns teaching with brief post teaching feedback/
discussion – connections to your daily teaching of vocabulary?
4) reflect – what modifications/improvements or “tweaks” do you plan to
make in your vocabulary teaching during the next week?

LINCS Vocabulary Strategy (Ellis)

Stereotype

Ex. Sentence: In my neighborhood there is an unfair stereotype that homeless
Syn:

Partner Practice: Explicit Vocabulary
Instruction

2. All members of a group
3. Usually negative
4. Always harmful & unfair

•My parents are strict

* List the new term
* list the essential parts of the new term’s definition

Indicate a Reminding Word
* sounds like part of the new term
* is a familiar word with a meaning you know

Note a LINCing Story
* helps you remember the definition
* always contains the Reminding Word

Create a LINCing Picture
* helps you remember the definition
* always contains something about the Reminding Word

Self-test
* self-test forwards to recall the definition
*self-test backwards to recall the name of the new term

apotheosis

Theo

drkfeldman@gmail.com

MakesSenseStratgies.com

List the parts

the ultimate

Theo brags about
being the best
soccer player
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Academic Language is the

LINCS – a powerful research validated Vocab Strategy
from Dr. Ed Ellis: www.graphicorganizers.com

“lingua franca” of Successful Students
Our Goal: ALL students will learn to
speak/write like an apprentice or young…

!
!
!
!
!

The Power of a Basic Sentence
or Response Frame
Turn the Question into part of the Answer…
e.g. What are the essential characteristics of _______?
The essential characteristics of_______ are _____.
Benefits:
! Structures students speaking in complete sentences.
! Structures students using essential academic vocabulary
embedded in the question (e.g. predict)
! No preparation required, simply a habit/routine to form

We Need to MARINATE them in
Academic Language !!

Scientist
Historian
Mathematician
Writer
Artist

Explicitly Teach & Scaffold the Use
of Precise Language Within Each Discipline
e.g. Science Lab

Word Bank

Word Bank

(Precise Science Terms)

(General Academic Terms)

!
!
!
!

mass
density
displacement
volume

!
!
!
!

characteristic
increase
graduated
equivalent

* After initial teaching – briefly model 1-2 example/non-example of how
to use precise language during the lab, prompt-monitor-feedback
during the lab… incredibly powerful (and easy to do!)

Take the Academic
Language Oath !!
“I will ensure that EVERY single
student in my class speaks, and
often also writes, at least one
meaningful academic sentence
EVERY day !”*
* Elementary every lesson (all content areas)

drkfeldman@gmail.com
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What is a Comprehension
Strategy?

“A Plan for
Thinking”

Summary of Comprehension Practices Supported
by the IES Improving Literacy Practice Guides

What Does It Mean to “Teach”
Comprehension Strategies”?

# Specific linking to background knowledge/previous learning
# Answer questions using text information (text dependent)
- various levels
# Generate and answer questions (text dependent ) various levels
# Summarization

Yes - No - WHY?

# Graphic organizers
# Monitor & “repair”
comprehension

Provide 2 reasons to support your view… What is your
evidence? Be prepared to convince your partner!

# Multiple strategy instruction (e.g. RT)

Testing or Teaching
What’s the Difference?
Testing

Vs.

Teaching

%after reading

% before/during/after reading

%focus is on assessing/
testing of comprehension

%focus is on the “how to” of
extracting & constructing
meaning

%focus is on right/wrong
answers - end result

% focus on the process, how
you arrive at the end result

%assigns tasks (e.g. summarize

%teaches discrete strategies

the story)

% thinking process is covert

drkfeldman@gmail.com

Is having students read an appropriate level
passage followed by answering literal &
inferential questions “teaching comprehension”?

(e.g. steps in how to summarize)

% thinking process is overt via thinking aloud/modeling

Process for Explicit Teaching of
Comprehension Strategies…

I do it - modeling, explaining why, when, & how
We do it - supported practice, - lots of

feedback & remodeling as needed

Y’all do it – partner/small group practice

using clear routines – cue cards/GOs, etc.

You do it - independent practice
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Gradual Release Model: Scaffolding
- David Pearson, 2007

100%

With any luck, we move this way (-->) over time.

Teacher Responsibility

Bu
dia t we
go ar
na e a
l.
lw

ay

sp

rep

are

dt
os

eu

pa

nd

do

wn

Gradual Release of Responsibility
0

What Must a Reader Do in Order to
Summarize a Segment of Text?

Or.. I do it
We do it
Y’all do it
You do it
lid

Summarization

& Identify the gist/topic/main idea
& Identify related details
& Determine relative import of the details
- separate trivial from essential

& Put information into own words –

the

paraphrase

& Combine - synthesize - consolidate
0

Student Responsibility

100%

Paragraph Shrinking: One Ex. of
Teaching a Summarization Strategy
or Process
Paragraph Shrinking (summarize/paraphrase)
1. Name the”who/what” the paragraph is about
2. Identify the 1-3 most important details
about the who/what
3. State the “gist” in 10-15 (12) words or less
4. Record each “gist statement” in notes

- “cook it down” - extract the essence

Another Version... U of Kansas SIM Project (Deshler et al.)

The “RAP” Strategy
R – Read a paragraph or section of text
A – Ask yourself what was the BIG idea
and 2-3 important details

P – Put this into your own words – state
the “gist”

Active Student
Cognitive Engagement
Many researchers think that it is not
the specific strategy taught, but rather the
students’ active participation in the
comprehension process that makes the most
difference in students’ comprehension.

(Gersten et al., 2001; Pressley et al., 1987)

drkfeldman@gmail.com
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Developing Meta-cognition
(Checking for understanding is NOT only for teachers!)

Teaching students to monitor their own
understanding & provide feedback to their
teachers... self advocacy…self regulation…
Explicitly teach/cue students to self evaluate/assess,
for example…
√ thumbs up if you are ready to share w/a partner
√ “fist of 5” rate your understanding of ______ (rubric)
√ hands up if you are ready to take the Quiz on _____
√ routine self evaluation re: key concepts/skills on a chart
in their notebook – developing Self Efficacy & personal
responsibility for their own learning
√ others…

In Terms of Developing Metacognitive
& Self Monitoring Skills (Executive Function)
In what ways could you more explicitly/effectively teach
your students to:
! Reflect – self assess their own learning/understanding of content &
their own style/needs/challenges as a learner?

In Terms of Developing Metacognitive
& Self Monitoring Skills (Executive Function)
In what ways could you more explicitly/effectively teach
your students to:
! Reflect – self assess their own learning/understanding of content &
their own style/needs/challenges as a learner?
! Track/Assess their own learning in some concrete clear manner
(e.g. chart or notebook)?
! Practice their reflection skills routinely both whole group & pairs?
! Teach one another in a systematic manner allowing for differential
support based on individual student needs?

Examining One Example: Daniel O’Neil’s Math
Classes at Sisters High School
Reflections:
1) Explaining new concepts
2) Thinking about/understanding themselves as a learner
Teaching Reflection Process Whole Group

! Track/Assess their own learning in some concrete clear manner
(e.g. chart or notebook)?

Practicing Reflections Using Partners (Daniel calls this
“reflection buddies”)

! Practice their reflection skills routinely both whole group & pairs?

Self Evaluation – system for learning to self monitor learning
of key concepts/skills/strategies for every unit of instruction
(e.g. Daniel’s 3 column chart)

! Teach

one another in a systematic manner
allowing for differential support based on
individual student needs?

Teaching Students to Generate and
Answer Their Own Questions

Question Pairs/Peer Mediated Instruction or Tutoring – using partners
to provide differentiated practice & study using students as teachers

Where to Begin? – Teaching Students how
questions work, how to ask & answer questions of
different types

Justification? Useful/Sensible – Why or Why Not?
Benefits of Students Asking/Answering their Own Questions
√ Slow down, read differently than a casual text
√ A specific process or strategy for comp. – evidence it works
√ Visible evidence of what is being thought/focused upon
√ Generates info to share/compare/justify w/peers – teacher

* Additional benefits:
- learning about questions/thinking – generalizable
cognitive benefits beyond the immediate text/task
- possible motivation/fun – help create the test etc.
* Others??

drkfeldman@gmail.com

Close Ended: one right answer - literal
* checking for understanding – factual grasp/recall
* text based – “right there” – finger on/underline it

Open Ended: many possible answers - inferential
* discussion, elaboration, analysis, application, evaluation
* many possible frameworks (e.g. Bloom) – All make
this fundamental distinction (e.g. “on the surface,
under the surface”, “on the line, between the lines”,
literal – inferential) – BOTH are essential to comprehension
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Utilizing “Hinge Questions” to Check for
Robust Understanding/Guide Teaching
* formative assessment during the lesson to guide instruction
1) Design a good “hinge question for use midway
through a lesson to tease out how well student are
grasping the key BIG idea or learning target.
2) Get responses from EVERY student (e.g. clickers/plickers,
quick write, problem solving, response cards) – not longer
than 2 min. to think & respond.
3) Based on students’ responses; go forward, re-teach, peer teach
- if few get it, re-teaching (differently, not slower/louder!)
- most have it, go forward with new information/skills/knowledge
- mixed; peer debate groups of 2-4 –try to convince each other
followed by teacher feedback

Close or Strategic Reading

What is Close Reading?
Why is it Important?
How Can We Engage Students in Learning
how to Do It Well?

Close reading is not a new instructional
routine; it has existed for many
decades as the practice of reading a
text for a level of detail not used in
everyday reading (Richards, 1929).

Annotation is not highlighting.

Annotation Key
“Visible Thinking”
Triangle around words you are unsure of...
Underline key ideas – essential details (2)
Circle any essential vocabulary terms
(not more than 2)

?

Author in your head! – ask a Q, make a
comment, connection, application,
agree/disagree… interact!!
Star – the author’s most essential idea? Why?

Modeling
in 9th Gr.
ELA
- D. Fisher

drkfeldman@gmail.com

The Power of Teaching
Student to Annotate
During Content Reading
-Zywica & Gomez
2008, 52 (2), JAAL

Why does structured
annotation help
comprehension?
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ALL “Close” or Strategic Content Reading
Strategies Have a Common Architecture

Expository Reading is Different

They ALL teach/cause students to:

All Reading is NOT all the same - “close reading”
of texts in ______ is not like a blog, magazine...

√ slow down, read more carefully, strategically – clearly
different compared to casual reading

Ensure students grasp that...

Student need to learn how to...

√ apply some specific process or routine that activates
thinking while reading (e.g. asking Q’s, annotating,
paraphrasing, outlining and so forth) – Visible Evidence

1) Talk to themselves as they read, ask questions, monitor
sense making

√ read the selection/section more than once – different
purpose/task/question each time – infer, read between the lines

2) Break a reading into manageable chunks – build
understanding incrementally

√ explain why/how, compare, explore meanings w/peers & their
teacher to deepen grasp, clear up confusions, challenge
assumptions, argue, debate, cause deeper learning, etc.

3) Read it more than once: “multiple drafts reading”
4) Read w/ a pencil-pen in your hand – ACTIVE READING !

Graphic Organizers are
really “Cognitive Organizers”
or “Thinking Maps”
http://www.thinkingmaps.com/

Carol Lee et al. Reading in the Disciplines - http://carnegie.org/publications/

Sourcing…
http://www.graphicorganizers.com

or developing our “BS detectors!”
What Questions Are Helpful to Ask When
Reading/Watching/Listening to New Info?
# When/Why was this written/created/posted? What do I

The best source of
GOs for secondary
teachers – research
supported, simple
to very sophisticated…
Check it out! KF

know about the author, time period ? Possible biases?
# Where was it published/posted? Possible biases?
# Intended audience? Goals of the author?
# What are their claims? Evidence presented? Left out?
# What are the counter arguments/points of view?
# Predict what will be said BEFORE reading/viewing !

drkfeldman@gmail.com
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http://sheg.stanford.edu/rlh

to improve comprehension!

Writing Identified as
Crucial to Comprehension
Types/Genres of Writing Required in
College/Career, And for Citizenship??

Reflect: Expository Writing Across
Disciplines/Grades at Your School
1) On the “radar screen” – everyone is aware of the
import of these 3 types of writing, it’s a clear focus.
2) We are implementing a plan – the school/dept/PLC has
a clear plan using evidence based tactics to address the
instruction of these 3 types of writing.
3) Evaluation/Improvement – teachers look at student writing
together to figure out what is working/not working for various
types of students – use these data to guide instructional
plans, improvement – model/observe/video etc.

Download FREE: http://carnegie.org/publications/search-publications/pub/315/

By Steve Graham & Michael Hebert
Vanderbilt University

drkfeldman@gmail.com

Writing to Improve Comprehension

Chart from Synopsis of Writing to Read: Evidence for How Writing Can
Improve Reading – A Carnegie Corporation Time to Act Report.
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Great Examples of Brief Non-Fiction
Content Specific Writing
- Kinsella, Kinsella/Ward-Singer

1) Power Sentences (Vocabulary & Thinking
Structured = Power)

2) 5 min paper (Topic 1-2 detail sentences)
3) 10 min paper (Topic 2-3 detail sentences)
Tons of resources FREE to download from Dr. Kate:
http://www.sccoe.org/depts/ell/kinsella.asp

On the Limits of Comprehension Strategies:
Building Knowledge is the REAL Key !
In the final analysis, how should we think about reading strategies?
Teaching reading strategies is a low-cost way to give developing
readers a boost, but it should be a small part of a teacher’s job.
Happily, students can learn them quickly and they are effective, but
they appear to deliver a one-time boost. Acquiring a broad vocabulary
and a rich base of background knowledge will yield more substantial
and longer-term benefits but doing so is more difficult and time
consuming. This knowledge must be the product of years of
systematic instruction as well as constant exposure to high quality
books, films, conversations, and so on, which provide students with
incidental exposure to a great deal of new vocabulary and knowledge.

-Daniel Willingham
The Usefulness of Brief Instruction in Reading Comprehension
Strategies, American Educator, Winter 2006/07

8th Grade CCSS: Speaking & Listening re: Info Texts
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher –led)
with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and
issues, building on other’s ideas and expressing their
own clearly.
Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse
media and formats (e.g. visually, quantitatively, orally)
and evaluate the motives (e.g. social, commercial,
political) behind its presentation.
Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims,
evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and relevance
and sufficiency of the evidence and identifying when
irrelevant evidence is introduced.

What Does the Research Say
re: Effective Discussions ?

Key #1: Prepare ALL
Students to Discuss
! Create open, respectful “give it a go”,
“don’t worry about being right”, climate in class

Preparation
Effective
Discussions

Structure

! Build knowledge (or tap background IF ALL
have some) e.g. close read an article, etc.
! Often helpful to practice w/a partner
using T-P-S, or Give One/Get One first before
a larger group or whole class discussion

(Murphy et al., 2009; Soter et al., 2008)

drkfeldman@gmail.com
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Key #2: Establish a
Protocol or Structure
! Clear norms for respect, taking turns, using academic
language or Accountable Talk – prompts posted etc.
! Pick a strategy that fits your purpose, time frame (e.g.
Heads Together, Reciprocal Teaching, Socratic Seminar)
! Teach/model/ each step (Non-examples too!)
! Monitor – provide feedback (as little as possible/much as
necessary!), often helpful to require some written record
(graphic organizer, answers to questions, etc.)
! Often useful to set a timer

Reciprocal Teaching
- Palincsar & Brown (“multiple strategies routine”)

Predict - prior knowledge, anticipation, questions for the author
Clarify - key vocabulary that is unknown, anything that’s unclear

“Read like a detective.
Write like a reporter.”
— David Coleman
CCSS

Question - formulate Q’s, discuss, read further (Bloom, QAR)
Summarize - section by section of key big ideas, paraphrase,
or shrink to 10 words or less, record in notes

√ usually works best in groups of 4, rotate roles based on
the 4 elements of Reciprocal Teaching

Value Created Today?

Thanks for Attending
the ALP (TLT) Project!

What? Identify 2-3 ideas, strategies, concepts you
think are worthy remembering/acting upon

So What? Analyze/explain – why these, elaborate..
Now What? Apply – what will you do? How will you

Please send along any questions;
drkfeldman@gmail.com

take action? What will it look like?

Kevin Feldman

drkfeldman@gmail.com
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